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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 Anger is common enemy which has been existed within us since very beginning of our childhood. It is character 

or feature that every living creature in this earth carries with them the only difference is expressing it. Therefore, anger 

is anxiety or a strong feeling of displeasure, resentment or annoyance towards something. The triggers to anger are 

trauma, injustice, lake of appreciation, revenge, vengeances and so on. In scientific terms, anger is an impulsive disorder 

trigger by the various attributes such as unfairness, injustice, less appropriation which results rage or wrath whereas 

psychologist define anger as primary and natural phenomenonemotionally expressed by person through body language 

and facial expression or by public acts of aggression. Uncontrolled anger can sometime have devastating effects not 

only for individual but for the nation or some time for whole world one best example can be world war II which arose 

due to extreme suppression of German people at 1st world war and one person with holding their anger and rage into 

devastating destruction of mankind. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

 In our so call modern society with advance technology anger and violence has been common every now and 

then. Many called religion and beliefs are the reason behind terrorism and blame Islam as religion for promoting 

terrorism but if we analyze it is not so. Since Muhaiyaddeen, M. B. (2004) in his book named “Islam & World Peace: 

Explanations of a Sufi” has explained core of religion which state that anger is consider as devil in islam and voilence 

are not consider  at any angle. Likewise, in book called “The Better Angels of Our Nature “ by Pinker, S. (2011) consider 

the fall behind empire is rage and anger so if we have to flourish prospetiy and peace in world then anger within an 

individual must be ended and feelings for revel and revenge should be bycott from us.  

 

3. METHOD: 

The study related to global village is non-quantified topic so researcher has explained the in depth of topic and issue in 

descriptive method. Article has been observed and analyzed in completely natural environment and has been discussed 

in limited time through unchanged natural context of world.  

 

4. DISCUSSION: 

Defining Anger in Different Religion 

 Christianity: 

a) Catholic: Extreme anger is listed in bottom of all sins and is considered as the seven deadliest sins of 

Catholicism if anger is directed towards people which is also shown in fresco of saint Nicolas Orthodox 

church painted in 1717 AD in Pernik province, Bulgaria while some catholic such as Henri J.M. Nouwen 

sees anger from positive side and address anger as hatred directly to God we will know the fullness of his 
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love and our freedom (Nouwen, 1979). Thus, Catholic defines anger as positive as well as negative emotion 

prevailing in humanbeing.  

b) Protestant: Anger for God deepen the relationship with God which is shown in Book of Ruth, Book of 

Exodus, Book of Job and so on but all the book defined anger as honest friend and ally which guide human 

being towards closer attachment to God. 

 Judaism: 

Anger in negative emotion or is taken as cursed and regarded as fierce and cruel attributes inside human being 

(Singer, 1960). In Judaism, it is believed that the person who is not angry and love and care everyone can 

conquer world. Anger therefore is portrayed as evil within mankind in this religion. 

 Hinduism: 

Anger in Hindu religion is reveals as the signs of ignorance which further destroyed the individual and 

surrounding within. The anger is also listed as evil power and is hindrance to the gratification of desires which 

ultimately provide individual with more pain (MahaSwamiji). Hindu holy book Bhagavad Gita consider anger 

as the cause of destruction therefore people must be free from anger since anger is reason for sorrow it further 

elaborate anger cause due to frustration of material desires(Gyatso, 2007).  

 Buddhism: 

Anger in Buddhism is regarded as the source of hindrances and is regarded as destructive emotions and therefore 

need to be purify and transform by self(The Urban Dharma Newsletter, 2004).The Buddhism sees angry person 

is one who does not consider any religion and is dissatisfied from everything.  

 Islam: 

Anger is instigated by Satan and is revival as the part of person who does not follow Quran and is consider as 

enemy of Islam (Muhaiyaddeen, 2004). Therefore, anger is considered as the beginning of madness and 

ultimately ends in regrets. Anger is also taken as the means which stop person reaching to God.  

Although all the religion took similar stand in the anger but in recent days’ world is slowly detreating its humanity and 

brotherhood by anger and wrath which in inside with in us due to which many terror attack has been seen every now 

and then. The causes of many wars happening is due to vengeances and revenge which are enlisted as research paper 

proceed. 

 

5. ANALYSIS: 

Rage of War Due to Anger 

The conflict rages out with extreme anger which result in war there are many war which has been devastating for those 

era with massive human casualty. Among them some are as follows: 

 Lushan Rebellion: The ultimate example of anger and its devastating effect can be seen in the Lushan Rebellion 

which happens in 755 to 763AD this war is the result of extreme suppression done by Tang dynasty at its peak. 

Nearly 36 million people loss there life which is 2/3rd of Northern Chinese population of the empire (Pinker, 

2011).  

 The 30 years’ war: In period of 1618 to 1648 war broke down between catholic and protestant states around 

Europe. Although, both the religion considers anger to be evil but disrespect for each other and extreme anger 

is the main reason behind the 30years’ brutal war. Nearly 8 million, people died in this bloody battle and 

outrageous people with two distinct branch of religion from common root fight this battle.  

 Napoleonic Wars: The chronological conflicts between the French Empire and its colonies which result the 

estimated life of nearly 6 million people is also the result of French dominance and their vengeance and anger 

dispersion on the war which was fought between 1803 to1815 AD which lasted for 12 years, 5 months and 4 

weeks. This war happens due to ideological clash and conservative system which rose anger resulting conflict 

and destroying everything (Stoker, Schneid, & Blanton, 2008). 

 World War I:  Although, there are many reason for happening of this great war but notably most immediate 

reason is anger of one Bosnian Serb Yugoslav nationalist naming Gavrilo Princip assassinated the Austro- 

Hungarian heir Archuduke Ferinand which leads to July crisis and later what happen still hunts us leading to 

massive war resulting on death of 50 to 100 million death as a result of war and diseases cause afterwards (Otte, 

2015). This bloody battle was fought for 1914 to 1918 for around 4 years, 3 months and 2 weeks just to show 

ego and power giving outrageous anger in enemy resulting more and more dead bodies.  

 World War II: The main reason behind 2nd world war was the anger of Germany which has been lightens by 

Hitler powerful merciless leadership destroying everything. There was multiple reason for violence but the main 

factors behind the war is anger that is inside heart of Germany due to the embracement of 1st World War as 
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Versailles Treaty. The war started at 1939 AD as anger from Germany to Poland later resulting to death of over 

death of 70 million people. 

 Iraqi war: After two massive wars also world has not learned any lesson and fighting vengeance war. The Iraq 

war from 2003 to 2011 is the best example of anger war first for snatching oil from neighbour but slowly war 

turn out to be vengeance and the world massive mobilizing terror organization in recent days such as ISIS and 

al-Qaida are its bi products. If only the war has not been happened the rise of such extremist groups was not 

possible.  

 Syrian War: Recent war in Syria and use of chemical weapon killing children this all has been happening in 

Syria due to anger. The war starts at 2011 AD in early spring by wave of protests slowly in turn out the protest 

demanding eradication of President Bashar al-Assad who in his anger responded violently escalating death of 

about 250 thousand people already and since protest is still going on we can only thing the number will be raise 

by coming years.  

 Others: The dark side of world has been seen since many countries raising violence rather than coping up for 

peaceful establishment of global village due to their anger or greed. Currently, War in Donbas happening 

between Ukraine and Russia; Civil War of Yemen; Mexican Drug war are going on which are some of the 

example of war due to anger in world. 

 

 The world should understand before going on any war that those who are angry will be happy again and those 

who are wrathful will be cheerful again, but a nation which are destroyed in the war cannot exist again and people who 

already die cannot be brought back therefore lesson must be learn not to be angry because war is for collapse not for 

peace (Tzu, 1963). 

 

6. CONCLUSION: 

 The global peace can be achieve if all the rebellions as well as political party come on the common stand and 

free their mind from anger and violence taking oath for establishment of global village. The end of war are possible only 

if entire countries is able to establish common ground for hearing voices of people on suppression and be able to establish 

playground for all in anger free environment. The anger can lead to violence but the effort made by countries like North 

Korea to seek peace from table talk with US can be consider as best possible way for ultimate peace which is positives 

for establishment of global village. Formation of European Union is another positive for global peace since it not only 

help them to enhance business but establish friendly diplomatic relation between nations which is solution for any 

conflict arise within them. Likewise, treaty of world free from chemical weapon and focus on program of sustainable 

development project by setting Millennium goal are some best approach adopted by world to enrich global peace. World 

has already seen many great battle now all the countries should flow their mind on innovation and progress rather than 

wasting energy on mass production of war machines. The countries like Bhutan and Belgium who has taken stand for 

neutrality can always guide world in path of progress otherwise with so many weapons and anger in people mind set 

next war is just a door outside. Dream of global village will be reality on the day when anger does not have any place 

in world.  
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